In human hepatocellular carcinoma in cirrhosis proliferating cell nuclear antigen (PCNA) is involved in cell proliferation and cooperates with P21 in DNA repair.
Proliferating cell nuclear antigen (PCNA) is a nuclear protein involved in DNA-synthesis and repair. During DNA-synthesis and repair the only active PCNA fraction is tightly bound to DNA. Similarly, during DNA-repair, a fraction of p21 colocalizes with PCNA in a detergent-insoluble form. The aim of the study was to analyze to what extent the presence of DNA-bound PCNA and p21 correlates with cell proliferation and DNA-repair in hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC). Twenty-six HCCs and surrounding cirrhosis were studied. The DNA-bound and detergent-soluble fractions of PCNA and p21 were analyzed by immunoblotting. P53 and Ki67-Labeling Index (Ki67-LI) were evaluated by immunocytochemistry. Soluble fractions of PCNA and p21 were found in all samples. One out of 26 cirrhotic samples displayed a DNA-bound fraction of PCNA while no case expressed DNA-bound p21. Fourteen HCCs showed a DNA-bound PCNA fraction. A highly significant correlation was found between Ki67-LI and DNA-bound PCNA but not with detergent-soluble PCNA. DNA-bound p21 and PCNA, indicating ongoing DNA repair activity, were present in 6 of these 14 HCCs and correlated with a high histological grade and high Ki67-LI. Our results suggest that in HCC PCNA participates both in DNA synthesis and repair and that highly proliferating HCCs may display a sustained DNA-repair.